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KEY 10 SYMBOLS 

While the symbols contained in the phrase-structure 

grammar are already well established in the field of 

transformational grammar» it may nevertheless be useful to 

provide a fcey listing a verbal correlate for each symbol. 

However, the various terms offered as "handles" for these 

symbols in no way constitute definitions# which are 

provided within the grammar Itself. Thus, Jf(ain) ?(erb) 

means only that part of the English sentence not inoluded 

under NOMfinal). AUX(lllary), and J»(entence) Jt(dverblal)» 

and consisting of either J>e ± PBBD( Icate) or of V(erb) 

plus an optional LQC(atlve). 

AUX"auxiliary 

COMPBot.-oompleaent
 o f m o t l o n 

DXBNadverbial of direction 

DUR=adverbial of duration 

FBQ»adverbial of frequency 

IO*indirect object 

LOOlooatlve (place adverbial) 

MikN»adverbial of manner 

MV=main verb 

NOMNnominal 

PBED«predioate 

PHT=partiole 

HJl*adverblal of purpose 

S»s«ntence 

SA*sentence adverbial 

S0U«adverbial of source 

SI3BS»subitantive (i.e., 

nominal or adjective 

phrase) 

TM«mdverbial of time 

V-^verb of the become class 

intransitive verb 

V ̂.^intransitive verb phrase 

V^c«intransitive-complement 

verb 

¥l0«indirect object verb 

VM«verb of the middle 
o f ®otlm 

l¥ 



?p=particle-taking verb 

VP»varb phrase 

v -verb of fch® s®®m class 
B •mi.m-.nrr-r 

V t t*stationary verb 

Vt«transitive trerb 

VT«transitive verb phrase 

V^c*transltive-eompX©m@nt 

verb 

vtComp' s t r a n s i U v e- c o m p l @ m e n t 

verb phras® 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The object of this study, the preposition, 

traditionally has been given low status In the hierarchy of 

words. It has been considered merely a relation word which 

connects a nominal to another element of the sentence. 

Implicit In the traditional treatment of the preposition Is 

this rewrite rulet 

Prepositional Phrase—> Preposition + Noun Phrase 

Thus, the prepositional phrase has always been considered an 

exocentrio construction with two necessary constituents, the 

preposition and the nominal, said to "function asM the 

object of the preposition. While It may seem strange to 

devote an entire thesis to the study of the common prepo-

sition, it 1® nevertheless true, as Owen Thomas has pointed 

out, that no detailed, transformationally-rigorous analysis 

of English prepositions hag yet been made.* This thesis la 

Intended to serve as a partial solution to this problem. 

1.2 In this thesis, the use of the term preposition 1@ 

restricted In two significant ways. First, It Is restricted 

entirely to those prepositions that are generated by 

1 
Owen Thomas, Transformational Grammar and the 

of English (New York, 1965;» p. 200. 



phrase-structure rules, excluding from its consideration 

preposltion-11ke function words Introduced by transformations. 

Secondly, and perhaps more arbitrarily, the term Is used 

exclusively to refer to prepositions that are the first 

element in prepositional adverbial phrases* Thus# there ar© 

many words traditionally treated as prepositions that this 

thesis excludes from consideration. 

1.3 The preposition generated by phrase-structure 

rules is that form which appears in what Is known as th© 
2 

"deep structure" of the language. This means It will be 

found only as an elementary unit appearing la the base of 

the syntactic component below the immediate constituent 

level of a string of formativee. This restriction will rule 

out preposltion-like structure® which make up part of the 

transf©rmation subcomponent. 

1.** Furthermore, the term preposition as used here will 

specify only that form which structurally constitutes part of 

an adverbiali 

adverbial—> HOM^ 

Therefore, to be considered a preposition, such a form must 

not only take an object? it must aleo, together with its 

object, fit Into the adverbial classification. In this study, 

2Ioam Chomsky, ££ the Theory £f (Cambridge, 
1965). P. 16. 

3Ibld.. p. 1?. 



the proposition will 13© considered only as an element of the 

adverbial# 

1.5 This analysis of English prepositions inolu&es a 

generative grammar whereby prepo s i t i on~bas ® d adverbial© have 

been developed from th# base of the syntactic component 

through phrase-structure rules# It is therefore an attempt 

to arrive at th© relationships of various adverbial forma 

within the general structure of th® language. The phrase-

struotur® grammar Is as follows: 

1# 8~«> NOM + VP (SA) 

2. VP—>- AUX • MV (TM) (BUB) (FHQ) (PUB)^ 

3. MV—> 

PHED-

5. f r v 

ibe + PHED) V (LOC) J 

fsUBS (LOC)) 
( LOC ) 

6. 

int 
? T + NOM 

V~» J I ? 5
 4 A W 

Vb + SOBS 

V, + NOM 
II 

iT„ + par 
V * < / _ 
4 J t$6mp 

(MAN), 

^Ibld.. p. 102. 

^Paul Boberts, English Syntax (New lork, 196k), p. 396. 



?tc + COMP) 

¥tComp-> ¥io * 10 C 

8. 

• • • 

Vint~~* )?.-,+ COMP 1C 

9' ( ?stat 

mot 

10' Vstat + C0MP"-> Vstat * L 0 C 

" • \ot * C0MP~~> \ot + G0MPmot 

12, 
« » W 

( DIH ( 
\SOU \ 

1.6 It should toe pointed out, of course, that the 

grammar is toy no means Intended to toe exhaustive In Its 

scopei Its purpose is merely to serve as a vehicle to differ-

entiate th® various level® at which certain adverbi&ls may 

toe found* Mot® that th® grammar accounts for nine adverbial 

structures* place, direction, time, duration, manner, 

frequency, purpose, and source. The structure known as the 

sentence adverbial is also Included* It is presented at a 

very high level of the graasai", appearing optionally after 

VP in rule one, whereas th® majority of adverbial®—time, 

duration, frequency, and purpose—appear after th© main verb 

in rule two. Th# locative, or advertolal of place, is 

described in rules three and four, occurring in the predicate 

or directly following the verto as an option, lone of the 

advertolals could toe described as obligatory, however. 



The adverbial of manner appears in the fifth rule as an 

element following V, after every classification of the verb 

except V . In rules eight through twelve» the intransitive 
mmHt< 

verb with a complement is divided into V M O t and with 

complements of direction and source, respectively. These 

adverbial® will be discussed at greater length in the 

following chapters. 

I.? In addition to the phrase-structure grammar# a 

carefully limited lexicon, made up of basic or kernel prepo-

sitions which occur in these adverbial forms, may be found 

in the appendix. The distribution of these prepositions 

under adverbials in the lexicon is varied. The place 

adverbial, or LOG, for example, takes up the bulk of prepo-

sitions with fifty-fire listed in this classification. The 

direction adverbial, or DIB, comes second with forty-three 

prepositions listed. Most of the prepositions in these two 

classifications are overlapping with the exception of half a 

dozen which are unique for either category. The prepositions 

governed by the adverbial of manner, or KM. rank third in 

number with twenty-seven, followed by the adverbial of time, 

TM» with twenty-two. Also included is the adverbial of 

duration, DUB, with sixteen prepositions} source, or SOU. tenj 

frequency, FB&, and purpose, PUR, two apiecei and the sentence 

adverbial, or jy^ which accounts for only one preposition. 

Following the lexicon is a list of sentences demonstrating 

the use of these preposition® in their various adverbial forms. 



1.8 Only those nine baslo classifications of adverblals 

mentioned above appear In the lexicon and grammar. Forms 

which hay® been arrived at transformationally (not by Imme-

diate constituent rules) and forms which have been excluded 

for various other reasons will be mentioned briefly in order 

to explain their exclusion. First, however, it will be 

necessary to review the general structure of the kernel prepo-

sition, a baslo element of the adverbial. 

1.9 Most prepositions In the lexicon, sixty-two of the 

total, are of the simple type, that is, comprised of one 

base. These may have one morpheme (down, through, over) two 

morphemes (around, before, underneath), or even three mor-

phemes (alongside), although this last number is not so . 

common as the first two. In addition, there are listed 

son# fifteen compound prepositions which consist of two or 

more free bases, with or without affixes (across from, 

outside of, down from)J The first element if often an 

adverb and the second is usually a simple preposition. The 

third type of preposition is the phrasal, which oonslats of 

three words, usually a simple preposition followed by a noun 

and then another simple preposition, or actually a prepo-

sitional phrase followed by another preposition (as far as, 

by means of). However, the middle element of these phrasal 

York, 1958)» p. 306. 

7Ibld». p. 307. 8Xbld., p. 309. 



prepositions comes in such a wide variety that this type of 

preposition has been limited to the most basic vocabulary 

items because of lack of space. Also for this reason, 

phrasal prepositions in which the middle element has a modi-

fier or detesrolner, sruch as for the sake of. have been 

excluded entirely. 

1.10 Preposition-like forms which have been excluded 

also include those dependant forms which do not gtand alone 

as single word form®. This group is composed moetly of 

classic Latin forms, such as antl~. These bound morphea©a 

appear in construction with both bound and free bases to 

form independent words (anti-American, antidote). A list of 

these forms may be found in Glossary A» On the other hand, 

per, a Latin preposition signifying "by means off or 

"through," and via, "by way of," have both been included in 

the lexicon because they are now classified as independent 

English words^ 

1.11 In addition to modified phrasal prepositions and 

dependent prepositional form®, arohai© prepositions which do 

not appear frequently in current American English speech 

pattern#, according to part four of the word counts of 
10 

Thorndike and Lorge and to the latest Merriaa college 

^Funk it Wagnalls Editorial Staff, Standard Handbook of 
^Conjunctions. s S ^ E U b s 

(Sew fork/ 1953)» PP. 28-3**• 

10Edward L. Thorndike and Irving korg®, The Teacher * a 
Word Book Ql 3.0..000 Words (New York, 19 W , pp. 259-2?4. 
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dictionary,11 have also been excluded from the lexicon. Thus 

prapoaitiona such as abaft, as la the ancient nautical term 

abaft tot &g&i adorn, as in & & £2£& MM§» ^ SMB.* 

as In aloft %M. "brooding storm, have all been excluded, along 

with th® Shakespearian use of forth: lliteil 

forth j&a bounds of France.12 A list of theae poetl® and 

archaic forme may be found In Glossary B, 

1.12 Another group of preposltion~lik@ forms excluded 

from this thesis retires some comment. Bui© six of the 

phr®se~®truoture grammar includes as oil© rewrite for V™ this 
mmA 

rules 

V " > ? p * P S T 

low this £g£ (particle) is itself a complex element repre-

senting both traditional prepositions and adverbial particle®. 

Both ©re to be excluded and It is therefore unnecessary for 

this rule to be more explicit. However, before this subject 

is abandoned, it is useful to point out that two quite 

different classes of "Serbs are Involved. One class of verbs 

Is called "prepositional verbs" by Chomsky and some tradi-

tional grammarians.^^ The other class Is known a® "particle-

^ *ffb®ter a seventh £ftX Collegia e iotioimry 

12Funk & Wagnalls, pp. 5-21. 
13H. A, Gle&son, Linmiafclflg English g»jgfg <N<SW 

York, 1965)» p. 310. 
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taking verbs." The difference between the two structures 

Is well known sod is clearly signalled toy Intonationa! 

difference®. Thus, there are three structures that hair® to 

toe kept apart: the ordinary adverbial, whose preposition Is 

treated in this thesis? the preposition-like form that Is 

part of a "prepositional verb"i and the particle that Is 

part of a "p&rticle^taking verb" (sometimes called "teparable 

verb"), neither of which is treated here. Jespersen has 

compiled a list of "prepositional verbs1' In his 4 Modern 
luillffla 

1,13 The difference in these structures becomes 

apparent In the following comparisons 

1. The book was 011 the table. (adverbial of location) 
2. Wo can depend ©a George. ("prepositional verb") 

3. He turned oa the light, {"particle-taking verb") 

Notice that tooth the first and second forms have charac-

teristic prepositional stress, whereas the third always 

carries greater stress than ita accompanying verb. lotlc© 

further that in the third example the particle may to® freely 

shifted to the end of the sentence, whereas this is impossible 
1 & 

with the other twos 

fh, 
Chomsky, p. 190-

1^0tto Jespersen, 4 Modern English Grammar (London, 
195*0. HI# 252-272. 

16 
ZeXllg Harris, "Co-occurrence and Transformation in 

Linguistic Structure»n Language. XXXIII (July•September, 
1957). 297. 
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1, *The book was the table on. 
2* #We ©an depend George on. 

3. He turned the light @11* 

la the®# two respects, then, the forms of la the first two" 

sentences seem to belong to the same ela»su 

1.14- Xet consider an important transformational property 

of these sentences. Both the second and third, containing th© 

ghiftable and non-shiftable particles, are subject to th© 

passive transformation, whereas this is impossible with the 

first, containing a true preposition-based adverbial, even 

when a real verb is substituted for bet^ 

1. *The table was lata on by the book. 
2. George can be depended on* 
3. The light was turned 011. 

•r 

Therefore there are quit® clear formal distinctions among 

these three sentence patterns! on the basis of this last 

distinction the particles ©an be excluded, although others 

would Justify their exclusion as well. 4 list of shlftable 

and non-shiftable pattlola* may be found in Glossaries C 

and D. 

1*15 Mother type of prep©si11on~l1ke form which has 

been excluded from the thesis is that which appears as part 

of the complement la a transitive-complement verb sentence, 

as detailed in rules five, six, and seven of the grammar: 

5. V~> VT 4. HOM 6. V T~> Vfcaoffip 

'• ?tComp--> YtC + C 0 W 

17 
'Chomsky, p. 101, 
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This construction comprises a large number of complements 

beginning with the transitive-complement formed from on© 

underlying base string, as In tins santenoe, 

He put th® fir® under control. 

under control forms part of th© verb whioh 1s on© of 

several so-called "two-word" or compound verb®, and for fchle 

reaaon under oontrol cannot be considered a prepositional 
1 ft 

phrase used as an adverbial. Preposition-like forms used 

In a construction like this have therefore been excluded 

from tha thesis# 

1,16 Another type of preposition-Ilk* element not 

included is that whleh forms a complement dealing with two 

particular fo&fts» to and for, the indirect object• consisting 

of a double base cleft with two underlying strings. This 

©ompiesent is outlined in rule seven in construction with 

the transitive verb: 
V „ —»* V. + 10 tComp 7 lo 

Th© symbol JjO is further expanded as follows! 

I 0 " > ( ? o r f + N 0 K 

An indirect object string would appear thus i 

j to ) 
^for j NOM + AtJX + ? l o +fZl„Y+ MOM • NOM 

with for or to making up part of tha complement of the verb, 

For example, th© sentences 

19 

18 Roberts, p. 169. ^Ibld., p. 196. 
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He gave the "book to Martha. 

I cooked th© cake for Henry. 

contain not basic prepositional phrases but complements of 

the verbs give and cook. This oonatruotion Is therefore 

excluded. 

1.17 Most Hat® of preposition® usually include a 

nmb©r of participial formsi ^ M l a g , regarding:, etc. 

These have not been included because they do not appear in 

th® base of th© syntactic component but instead belong to 

the transformstiornl As transforms they derive 

ultimately from the relative transformation to their parti-

cipial form. For emaple, a string suoh as 

The price includes tax. 

undergoes first the T-REL: 

the price which includes tax. 

Then T-DEIflng takes place* in whioh the relative is deleted 
20 

and -ing replaces tense. Thus the construction becomes 

the price including tax 

which cannot be considered a kernel prepositional phrase used 

as an adverbial. 

1.18 It is interesting to note that all of th© parti-

cipial form®* which are given in Glossary E, are related to 

living verbs with the exception of during. This torn, which 

la Included in the thesis, was the present participle of the 

obsolete verb dure (endure), and now has independent status 
20Ibld.. p. 328, 
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as a basic preposition, which constitutes part of the adver-
p% 

bials of time and duration. The past participle past Is 

the on® other exception to these participial foams* for it is 

Included In the thesis OK the basis of its kernel structure 

In the adverblals of location, direction, and time. Among 

those participial forms which have been excluded her®, those 

worth noting ar© the archaic bating from the verb bate, 

meaning "to diminish," having been replaced by saving or 

and the form notwithstanding an unusual compound 
of a negative with the verb withstand.22 

1.19 Still another form which has been excluded froa 

the study because it Is transformational in nature Is that 

deriving froa the possessive transformation and employing 

the form ££, For example, the construction, 

The hat 1© John*s. 

undergoes the relative transformation, as in the ease of the 

participle mentioned in 1.1?, and becomes the following! 

the hat which Is John's 

Then a variation of the T-genltlvei 

HE + SOH^ + A0X + be + N0M2 + PQSS—^ of + NOI^ + PGSS 

£&& M i S£ John's, according to Car lota Smith.The 

double genitive Qt John'a is therefore not actually a icemel 

21Punfe & Wagnalls, p. 19. 22Xbld,. p. 13. 

2^Carlota Smith, "Determiner® and Belative Clauses in a 
Generative Grammar of English," Language, XL (January-March, 
1964), 46, 
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prepositional phrase but part of a transformation, and It 

has been excluded also. 

1*20 Another construction which has been excluded from 

the study is the ostensible sentence adverbial which is 

actually derived from a transformation deletion. This 

construction covers a wide variety of forma, but all undergo 

deletion and than T-3M (Transformation-Sentenee Modifier) to 

the front of the sentence. The most obvious is the parti-

cipial? after X~IBSIi and 'I-DSL-lnsc. the insert is'placed at 

the front of the matrix sentence and beoomes a string such 

as 

Considering the menu* the man decided on roast beef. 

Paul Hob#rts in Btwcllah Syntax gives a different type of 

participle as a sentence modifier, In which the subject of 

the ineert is different from that of the aatrlx string! 

Considering the difficulties, John did well* 

In thia usage, he feels« th® construction has actually stated 
9Uf 

to he a participle, and therefor® it is not dangling. 

However, neither construction is an adverbial which is found 

in the deep structure of the language, and both munt be 

rejected as & basic sentence adverbial. 

1.21 In addition to the participial forms, there are 

numerous others which have undergone some sort of transformation 

and deletion before T-SM give® them the structure of a 

^Roberts, p. 429. 
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sentence adverbial. These include forms such as 

llMEl' a n d mSL' 

Besides Harry, no one came. 

This construction seems to be the result of a deletion 

transformation. This category includes a number of compound 

and phrasal, structures? 

On account of rain, the game was called off. 

Instead of waiting, they left. 

More research is needed on these structures, but at this 

point they cannot readily be assigned to the kernel sentence 

adverbial classification. 

1.22 This construction also claims a number of basic 

adverbial forms which have simply undergone T-SM. Chomsky 

believes that the place and time adverbials are "closely 

associated . . . with sentence adverbials which form a 'pre-

sentence' unit in the underlying structure."2*' Adverbials 

of manner also lend themselves to this transformations 

At five o'clock:, Harry arrived. 
In the garden* people admired the flowers. 

By running, 1 ©aught the bus# 

All these strings seem to contain sentence adverbials but 

these forma are actually the result of the simple T~3M from 

the end to the front of the sentence, or else are deleted 

from an insert sentence. But in this thesis they will be 

considered only in their basic forms, that is, as place, 

time, and manner adverbials. 
2*>Chomsky, p. 102. 
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1,23 A transformational structure that account® for 

the form bjr (whioh la a preposition when used in the kernel 

adverblals of location, direction, time and Banner) is the 

general passive transformations 

NGMj + AUX + V + N0M2—> 

9& 
H0M2 * AUX + be + en H + w + NOM^ 

A string is therefor© converted in th@ following manners 

John assisted me.—> 

I was assisted "by John. 

The sentence contains the function word Identifying the 

nominal which was the subject of th® kernel sentence, not an 

adverbial prepositional phrase, although the latter would he 

the traditional definition.2'' The transformation is subject 

to deletion, but it is nevertheless a powerful factor in the 

formation of English sentences. However, it must be 

excluded In this study because of its trans forma 11onal 

derivation. 

t.2k In addition to ]j£, there Is new evidence that 

other prepositional forms are Involved la the particular 

transformation discussed above. Paul Sohachter has offered 

a list of verbs which determine the choice of preposition 

in certain passive constructions, such m concern, excite. 

2^Hoam Chomsky* Syntactic Structures (The Hague,. 1957)» 
p. k>3* 

27Emmori Bach, A& Introduction t£ Transformational 
Grammars (New York, 196**), p. 80. 
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worry, etc.^ In this way he can derive the following 

sentences: 

The test worried the student.—> 
The student was worried about the test* 

The test amazed the student.—> 

The student was amaged at the test. 

The verb interest produces a third possibilityi 

The student was Interested In the test. 

The verb charm takes the form with, on the other handt 

The student was charmed with the test. 

(Semantlcally Jjjt traditionally denoted the agent, with, 

the Instrument.) 31me these preposition-like forms are 

each governed by a particular verb. It Is possible that the 

suboategorimtlon of verbs will cause the scope of the 

passive transformation to be expanded to include a variety 

of these fon ts . Hone would be kernel prepositions, however, 

and the structure would not be a batlc adverbial. 

1.25 It is Interesting to note that the passive trans-

formation, like T»8M mentioned in 1.21, ©an sometimes 

disguise itself to appear as a baele adverbial structure. 

For example, a sentence such as 

The novel was written by Tolstoy. 

formerly labelled as "adverbial of agency," Is obviously a 

2B 
Paul Schachter, MSose Problems in the Transformational 

Analysis of English ¥erbs,w a paper read to the Linguistic 
Society of America in Chicago, December, 1961. 
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passive transformation,Structures appearing to be adver-

bial® of saanner are often products of the passive transformation* 

The gun was examined by everts. 

These forms, like the others mentioned, do not appear in the 

base of the syntactic component of the language, in the deep 

structure which produces basis prepositional adverbials, and 

therefore they have been excluded from the thesis. 

29 Funk & Wagnalla, p* 3» 



CHAPTEB II 

SENTENCE ADVERBIAL 

2.1 The first baslo or kernel adverbial form to be 

taken up is the sentence adverbial. This Is a difficult 

structure to discuss "because of the ambiguity surrounding 

Its definition, both structural and semantic. Admittedly, 

It is a structure which is hard to classify as basic to the 

syntactic component, but It must be considered objectively 

to get a complete picture of the role which the preposition 

plays in adverbial structures. The following position has 

been assigned to the sentence adverbial in the grammar: 

S—> MOM + VP (SA) 

It can be seen that this MfreeM adverbial occupies a very 

basic position in the phrase structure of the grammar, 

coming at a higher level than adverblals of location and 

time, etc.-

2.2 It has already been pointed out that some struc-

tures thought to be kernel sentence adverblals have actually 

been transformations (1.20), and these have been eliminated 

from the study of kernel forms. Nevertheless, It must be 

acknowledged that this transformational £& is the only one 

recognized by some grammarians, such as Owen Thomas and 

19 
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Paul Soberts.1 According to Roberts, a sentence such as 

In the meantime, they played "bridge. 

comes from two base strings: the matrix sentence, 

They played bridge. 

and the insert sentence, something like 

2 

It happened In the meantime. 

Obviously the meantime is an adverbial of time In its 

kernel form, but Bobertg classifies it as j§4 trans-

formed status because it applies its meaning to the whole 

sentence pattern, not just part of it. In this study, 

however, such an adverbial would be classified under the 

heading of adverbial of time because of the restriotion that 

only kernel forms are discussed'here. 

2*3 Owen Thomas also sees the jy| as deriving by trans-

formation from the form MOM + M ± APJ so that it is 

attributive to the entire sentence.^ 

Something is certain. 

and 

The semester is nearly over. 

transform to 

Certainly the semester Is nearly over# 

This stand is similar to that of Boberts, who traces a 

sentence like 

Thomas, p. 163. Roberts, p. 315. 

^Thomas, p. 163. 
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Fortunately, Todd had plenty of time. 

to an insert sentence, 

It was fortunate. 
h 

In whioh MOM + be Is deleted and »ly added. The theory that 

MOM + S f + ADJ can be transformed to 3A sliding In seems 

to be at odds with Hatz and Postal's suggestion that adver-

bial® of the form ADJ + ~ly are derived from Ĵ n + DBT + 

ADJ 4; way.^ In other words, the insert sentence may be more 

like 

It happened in a fortunate way. 

Z,k It is obvious, therefore, that Thomas and Bobert® 

have not considered the SA as a kernel node In the structure 

S—> NOM + VP (SA) 

so that If this adverbial Is to be justified, one must look 

further at other evidence. One source is Katz and Postal's 
An 2ES$Z Si Linguistic P.egcrlgtlon, In whioh 

forms such as yes and no are presented as kernel sentence 

6 

adverbial#•' Will prepositional forms suoh as ££ course and 

M ^he contrary fit the same category? If so, they would 

provide a oase for the preposition in a kernel sentence 

adverbial structure. 
L 
Soberts, p. 313. 

^Gerrold J. Katz and Paul M. Postal, Ag Integrated 
Theory o£ Linguistic Description (Cambridge, 1 9 W » p. M . 

^Ibld., p. 85. 
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2.5 In the study mentioned above, the SA Is presented 

as a form which is capable of containing morphemes which 

traoe back to underlying phrase marker® la a preceding string, 

Sp@olfloa.lly, the §4 can have both an optional £ morpheme 

and an optional WH morpheme, the g Indicating that Its 

P«marker describes a question and subject to the presence of 

WH. which has the function of picking out constituents of the 

P~marker that are questioned.7 If both Jgg and g are chosen, 

then the element questioned Is the sentence itself, a yes-no 

question, The following diagram of the sentence, 

The man died, of course. 

shows the possibilities when morphemes of the sentence adver-

bial traoe back to the yes-no questions 

yp 
/ \ 

AUX V , 
I I1 

the • min + ED + die + Q + 

—>• Did the man die? 

2.6 If simple yes-no questions are based on underlying 

P-markers containing a sentence adverbial constituent 

dominating VJg in the presence of £, then it is logical, say 

the authors, that the sentence demand an Identical answer 

(except that the content of g is omitted). For example, the 

yes-no question, 

7Ibid., p. 113. 

mailto:Sp@olfloa.lly
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Did the man die? 

contains morphemes which paraphrase the question as 

I request you answer "X the man dled.B® 

Of course Is admitted as a possible answer even though It 

volunteers more information than strictly requested! It Is 

therefore a deviation of the yes-no sentence adverbial, they 

feel.^ But it Is quite possible that it does fit into the 

category of kernel adverbial in this structure. On the 

contrary is more doubtful as a Kernel form because It 

deviates even more widely in answering the question morphemes, 

and structurally it lends itself fairly well to the deleted 

transformatlonal structure» 

2,7 Here again, however, a question arise® concerning 

, the legitimacy of the J£& as a kernel form. If the JH, of 

course. like yes or j&g, ha® its source in the morphemes of 

P-markers of a yes-no queitlon that precedes It, is it not 

transformational in character since the yes-no question 

Itself is a transformation! It seems apparent that if such 

a sentence adverbial form is present in the deep structure 

of the language, the transformational character of the 

structure It appears In will not affect its kernel form, so 

that the structure of course probably should receive strong 

consideration as a kernel sentence adverbial form. It is the 

8Xbld.. p. 85. 9Ibid. 
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opinion of Zellig Harri® that an Inert construction of this 

type could "hardly enter Into transformations."10 

2*8 Tha rang© of kernel j|4 Is apparently quite small, 

and much more research Is necessary before the exact roi© 

this structure plays In the grammar can be determined. It 

should tot pointed out that even Katz and Postal adtoowledge 

the variety of JH derived by transformation, for they have 

clearly referred to sentence adverbials of time, place, 
11 

manner, condition, quantity, and purpose* * Apparently 

their "sentence adverbial of time" is that structure 

mentioned in 2.2, in which &n insert string containing an 

adverbial of time ia deleted by transformation and the 

adverbial moved to the front of the matrix string by the 

process of T-SM. This ia the transformational structure 

Troike refer® to also, but at the same time he differentiates 

it from "that elusive gpeoien* the sentence adverbial," 
12 

apparently meaning the kernel form. 

2.9 Nevertheless, even though more kernel JH forms are 

probably in existence» they may fall outside the scope of 

this thesis because it is doubtful that they would occur in 

prepositional structures. On the other hand, whether the -»l.y 
10Harris» p. 335» 

^Katz and Postal, p. 159* 

12Budolph Troike, "Linguistics for the English Teacher" 
(the Teacher1s Manual for the Texas Education Agency In-
Service Training Course in Linguistics for English Teachers)» 
Austin, 19^, P. 35* 
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form f a l l s i n t o the category of basic nod® adve rb ia l I s s t i l l 

no t c l e a r , whether i t der ives t r ans fo rma t i ona l l y according t o 

Thomas' o r l o b e r t s ' I2H + &§ + or from. th« form + 

PIT. + | g J + way. A t any r a t e , these u n c e r t a i n t i e s o f f e r 

ample j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r the conclusion of t h i s thes is t h a t 

on ly $£ eouraa can w i t h confidence t>© assigned t o the has# 

aoapozumt as a p r e p o s i t i o n a l sentence adve rb i a l . 



CHAPTER III 

M m m u L OP PLAGE 

3.1 Prepositions whloh ooeur In the place adverbial, 

or |jg£, are as follows! 

Aboard athwart off across froa 
about atop on alongside of 
above before opposite apart fro® 
across behind over as far a® 
after below past away from 
against beneath round bacte of 
along beside through down froa 

• alongside between throughout Inside of 
amid beyond under(neath) out of 
among but up outside (of) 
around by upon up from 
aslant diagonal with 
astraddle down within 
astride In without 
at near 

MV—> {? 
3.2 The I*QC appears the following way In the grammar; 

toe + PBEd) PR1?n ^ /s©3 (LOG)) 
(LOO) J K®D--> ^ M c , j 

Not# that of the two alternatives for the lata Verb# Jut ± 

PHED or ?, both have the option for a LOC. In the first 

case, |>e can take a predicate consisting of a substantive 

with an optional LOG, or a |££ directly following lt» 

Marsha was a student at school. 

Butch was alote In history class* 

These two sequences show substantlvea—a noun In the first, 

an adjective In the second—followed by LOC, However, LOC 

oan follow |j>e dlreotly $ 

26 
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Marsha was at school, 

Butoh was in history class. 

3.3 la the seoond alternative for Haln Verb, the verb 

1® followed by a also; 

The ear rim over George In the street# 
We sat under the tree* 

This inoludes any classification of V, suoh as V. >. or ?*, 
:rr:S 

or any other j£ detailed In rule fit® of the grammar, This 

relation is treated in further detail at a lower level of 

the grasuaar to rules eight through ten, also, where it Is 

proposed that In order to take LOC. the lnt«m»ltiv# verb 

oocura In. a ̂ special classification! 

Q* j ^ r 
( Y1C • COMP ) tc 

9. V1C-J^ "stat 
' c *. mot 

i0* Vstat * ?stat * W C 

At this level LOC can appear as follows1 

He stood in the doorway, 

Here stood la the doorway is ©oiapoaed of the stationary verb 

stand with its complement, the locative the doorway. The 

stationary verb must be intransitive, specifically one that 

mm take a ooapleaent, 

3.if There is evidently a very ©lose relationship between 

aad on several lev#!#. Structurally, the faot that 

they both precede LOC unite® the®, and ¥_fejat may be substituted 
rnMSmmm 
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for ]3£ almost without exception* As a matter of facte, this 

characteristic distinguishes verbs which take LOC from \ o t 

which usually takes only D£R or SOU: 

We were away from th® others.—^ 

We sat away from the others* 

•When a Vmot Is substituted for ]3e, however, the adverbial 

changes from LOC to SOU or DIB, depending on the preposition! 

We hurried away from the others* 

Vaot cannot be substituted for be without a change both In 

semantics and in adverbial form. 

3.5 Moving to a consideration of the prepositions which 

make up part of LQC, one notes the Internal structure of the 

prepositional phrase which forms LOCt 

NQM(m) 

the place 

According to the diagram above, the place Is the nominal 

occurring as head of the adverbial of location. This Is 

usually the pattern of the locative, which substitutes for 

the adverb there In a tree diagram—or, as Katz and Postal 

believe, there is a reduced form of the structure, + 

some + place, since adverbs are, according to them, reduced 

versions of PBBP + NOM.^ Place usually becomes more specific 

*Katx and Postal# p. 129. 
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in the actual £g£t house, street, store. There art a wide 

variety of nouns that serve as the head of the LOC. including 

"both mass and count nouns, most inanimate nouns, and 

occasionally an animate noun*'but all of them seem to 

resemble place aemantioally. More important, the whole 

prepositional phrase is always replaceable by there# 

3.6 As noted before, LOC takes up the bulk of prepo-

sitions in the lexicon, with fifty-five prepositions listed 

in this classification. With the exception of a small 

number, these same prepositions apply also to the classifi-

cation of direction adverbial. This point is a major one to 

remember when considering these prepositions! they are not 

always absolute forms in themselves but may apply variously 

to one adverbial or another depending on syntax or verb* 

Nevertheless, the prepositions discussed in this group are 

termed LOC prepositions because, although they may possibly 

be used in other adverbial structures, their role in the 

place adverbial is being discussed here. 

3.7 A study of the prepositions that make up adver-

bials of place reveals a preponderance of forms prefaced by 

a* or j&-» aboard, above, between. MlMt* T h e fir i s fr©m 

Old English a&» "on," and is from Old, English prefix 

be-, "by."2 Although these two forms are the most common 

among locative prepositions, there are many others which 

2Punk & Wagnalls, p. 13-
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show that prepositions of today are often compounds that have 

swallowed up previous prepositional forms, usually along with 

their objects, an historical process which has resulted in 

the present kernel preposition forai 

preposition + object—> kernel preposition 

The object was typically a nominal, but may also have been an 

adverb or even an adjective. 

3*8 For example, about Is a combination of gg and Old 

English butan. "outside."3 Beside is from Old English be 
h 

eldan. wby the side of." There are ©any combinations not 

prefixed by a- or b£~, of course. A simple preposition such 

as down, for example, hides the Old English prepositional 

phrase meaning "off the hill."-* Some combinations, on the 

other hand, are rather obvious,' such as inside, outside, etc. 

But all of these have in common the structure of preposition 

plus nominal which, as one form, has become a preposition 

now taking an object of its own. 

3.9 Understanding the historical process behind these 

forms helps to explain their present structure in kernel 

LOC, For example, between, coming from Old English twfonum, 
6 

the dative plural of two, takes a plural object as follows5 

between + { ™ * + »°j 

Among, however, represents the noun mang. a " c r o w d . S o it 

3Ibld.. p. 5* ^Ibld.. p. 16. 

5Ibld.. p. 19. 6Ibid., p. 16. 7Ibid., p. 11. 
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Is easy to see that the structure of a locative containing 

this preposition logically takes a plural object representing 

a larger number. But aside from the historical explanation, 

this sequence is set forth structurally by Zellig Harris, 

who categorizes certain morphemes according to their eo-
8 

occurrence with others. However, ha doe® not make the 

distinction between the two forms above* There Is no 

structural distinction between the plural s. fo™ denoting 

two and that denoting more than two in English, but It should 

be noted that between Is limited to only two nominal^ whereas 

mSS& is not. 

3.10 It is hard to pinpoint the locative's position In 

the sentence when prepositions are involved, but as the 

grammar shows, this adverbial comes after MM. DIE, and SOU, 

and usually precedes the other adverblals in this position 

after the verb, nevertheless, since most adverblals are 

fairly free elements in the sentence, one can be shifted to 

a position before LQC rather easily. This shift Is probably 

the result of an optional transformation. Because LOC does 

appear with it lends Itself fairly well to the sentence 

adverbial transformation, T-SH. also: 

John was in the garden. 
John worked among the petunias.—> 
In the garden, John worked among the 
petunias. 

^Harris, p. 319. 



CHAPTER I? 

ADVEBBIAL OP TIME 

k.l The twenty-two prepositions occurring in the 

adverbial of time are as followsi 

above of as late (early) as 
after on inside of 
against past 
at till 
before to 
between toward(s) 
by until 
during upon 
in with 
near within 

4*2 The adverbial of time* T]|» is also found at a 

fairly high level of the grammar» occurring as an optional 

item 'immediately following the main verb: 

VP—> AUX + MV" (TM) KV—> 

Mote that the predicate following (which consists of 

either a LOG or a substantive followed by an optional LOG) 

is obligatory, but the LOG coming directly after ¥ is 

optional, Just as 2H is. Thus one can say 

He is busy (here) around five# 

but not 

•He 1® around five. 

On the other hand, 221 a w follow V, directlyi 

The child napped after lunch. 

32 
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or may follow the LQC: 

The child napped at home after lunch. 

The transformation mentioned In 3*10 may apply also, ©hanging 

after lunch to the position preceding at frome. 

^.3 There is an important exception to b& + 1MB* 

This occurs whenever the subject of the verb la ĵ t, a 

form that substitutes for the time. In this construction, 

TM can follow be directly without th# intervention of a 

PBEDi 

It is after lunch. 

It Is past noon. 

This exception Is important because It envoys widespread 

use in English, and it accounts for an important structural 

difference in TM. 

4 A Ostensibly there are two classes of prepositions* 

on® following and th® second following V; these two are 

interchangeable for the most part, however. Of the first 

class, consideration will bis giren only to the sequence 

11 t jJL t t%M& which requires no PHED, because th# M ± 

PBEP structure la fairly regular and requires no further 

study. The important exception, on th® other hand, offers 

some interesting structural points to consider. There are 

four prepositions in this category which are unique» 

till, to, and until. These can appear after M i l ! 
with what appears to be a substantive expressing time: 
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It Is two minutes until four. 

Actually* however, the preposition gjj, and the MOM ololook 

are implied, so that the whole construction, (§£) two 

minute § watll fsfltt (9'oXook). constitutes a . The rest 

of thia group of prepositions may follow 4t + i§ directly 

without a preceding structure needed to make up part of 

the adverbial ©onstruotion. 

k.S Hegarding the sequence, 

It is (at) two minutes until four (o'olook). 

an interesting possibility would toe to consider the implied 

forms, (&t) (o'clock). a® basic to the structure of 2H and 

to derive ti£ minutes until from a predeterminer and four 

from a determiner modifying o'clock* In this way, a 

restricter such as only could derive from the same node as 

two minutes. This structure is suggested by Stageberg in 

his discussion of prenominal modifiers.1 The following 

diagram outlines such a structure* 

Gorman Stageberg, & Introductory 
York, 1965). P. 2Mk 
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NOM 

PHOH 

It 

PEES 

j3E 

Jim 

NUM (o'clock) 

0 two minutes until fli 0 

lt>»6 In th« second classification of prepositions, those 

following V, the exceptions are the same» Pour prepositions, 

of, till, to. and until, are the only ones that cannot follow 

¥ dlrectlyj they must be prefaced here again by at + HOM, 

except that here aj; Is actually present, not just Implied, 

and again It aakeg up part of 

She arrived at ten minutes until four# 

These four prepositions take the following structure In the 

diagram which applies both to it + Is and %t 

(of \ 

TM—> {at) + MOM +< * J U V + NOM 

C until) 

As for the rest of the preposition® in the OT, class, these 
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can follow is or V directly and can apply to either of 

the two interchangeably. 

k.7 The four prepositions mentioned are the only prepo-

sitions appearing in th® 21 ©ategory which cannot also occur 

In th® LOC @truotur®i an element of the adverbial of 

direction which occurs with verbs of motion, can toe sub-

stituted by th® other three prepositions. Therefore they 

are related to direction or movement (forward toward a future 

time) rather than location. It is true that they may follow 

V directly in a few cases* 

It rained until noon. 

without being prefaced by an j|t construction, but these 

exceptions are not adverblals of time? they fall into the 

category of adverbial of duration. Only with the preceding 

at phrase, fixing the location* do they become JH. 

^•8 This fact lead® to an important implications 

There is a direct link not only between adverblals of 

duration and direction with their aen®@ of motion, but also 

between locative® and adverblals of time with their stationary 

s«n»e. The four prepositions mentioned above must be 

preceded by to occur in St, for the fit serves to fix: thftst 

at a, certain point or place in time and cancels their sense 

of directions 

It ruined until noon. 

gives a sense of passing ti»e, but 
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It rained at a quarter until noon. 

plaoes a chronological boundary mark at «l certain specific 

period in time. In fact. It is possible that TM Is a sub-

olAMlfioatlon of MC, just as PUB may belong to the 

elasslfleation of DIEi 

LOG • BIB 

Spaoes H© died at sea. He walked into the house* 

Timet He died at noon. He talked into the evening. 

4.9 The adverbial of time answers the question when, 

just as £££ answers the question where* and 21 i» Its 

reduced form bolls down to then. If it la true, however, 

that all adverbials are reduced versions of PHEP + NOM 

structures, as Katz and Postal suggest, the reduoed for® of 

then would actually be something Ilk© at + some ± time*2 

Almost all the classes of NOK In o»» ̂ e summed up as 

follows! they ©learly refer to points or periods of tin*, 

whether by numerals on the clock: after twelve o1cloak. or 

a period of the day: M C t o W M * * d*y of the weeks §&£$& 

Tuesday, or a month or year, even a oentury. At any rate, 

they all refer to chronological periods of time, measured by 

elock or calendar. 

4.10 In addition to the transformational shift mentioned 

in 4.2 in which SI precede the &3C after the verb, it 

should be pointed out that is « fairly free element whioh 

©an oosur in front of the sentenee by T-SM. In this way it 
2Katz and Postal, p. 141. 
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would be converted, to a transformational, sentence adverbial: 

John worked in the garden after lunch*-—^ 
After lunch» John worked In the garden. 



CMFT1H V 

ADVEHBIAL OF MANHEH 

5*1 The twenty-seven prepositions which occur in the 

adverbial of manner Include the followingi 

after 
agates fc 
along 
as 
at 
behind 
beyond. 
W 

despite 
for 
from 
In 
Ilk® 
off 
on 
per 

through 
under(neath) 
unllfce 
via 
with 
within 
without 

according to 
by means of 
in spit# of 
out of 

5.2 The manner adverbial, or appears In the 

grammar at a very high level, appearing as part of 

MV—^ be + PHBI 
(LOG) 

Int 
VT + NOM 

V„ + ADJ 

• SUBS 

V. + HOM m 

(MAN)j 

MAN therefore does not oo-ooeur with be, but it precedes LOG, 

which ©omes after ?. Bote, however, that it 1« an optional 

element with the verb, and that although It may appear with 

either a transitive or Intransitive verb, It rarely follow® 

a middle verb, or Ik (cost, resemble, have • . .): 

*Bob has a oar eagerly. 

According to Hoberts, verbs of the become and seem classes 
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may take MAN. Gleason, however, Includes one of the latter, 

look, to Illustrate his statement that, as a general rule, 

linking verbs do not admit MAM: 

^Bulldogs look fierce rapidly. 

5*3 There is evidently much work still needed on the 

classification of verbs with MAN before the situation can to® 

clarified. For example, there are oases in which KAN can 

follow a verb of the middles 

The watch cost like the devil. 

She resembled her mother la a way# 

There Is also the possibility, on the other hand# that the 

examples given to show that certain verb type® cannot 00-

occur with MAM violate only semantic conventions, not 

structural occurrences. At any rate, Boberts' classification 

ha® been followed here, with the understanding that MAM does 

not follow Jj£# along with many other linking verbs# It 1® 

entirely possible that In the future, clause patterns can be 

subdivided on the bails of their co-occurrence with MAM, as 

Gleason suggests.^ 

$A As noted in section 2.3* Kate and Postal have 

suggested that adverbials of the form AX3J + derive from 

the sequence jyt| + PET + ADJ + way. This means that a. MAM 

such a® ftagRUE 1® • transformation of 4a a ««* 

that all adverbials of manner have a preposition in their 

deep structure, whether the surface structure shows it or not. 
^Roberts, p. 58. ^Gleason, p. 311. -̂ Ibld. 
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Kate and Postal would have m a kernel rule, this kind of 

rewrite for adverbst 

AS?-*-> P + D1 + Adua + H * HEL ^ 

i wouXd b© rewritten as m., msSB» tin©, plaoe. ©to., and 

tli# diuamy adjeotiv© font, would mate It possible to 

derive Jyg£ • ~XH* following tree shows how this is 

awi«<l at from the deep structure! 

S 

P:IOH AUI 

run 

in m 

y\ J\ 
wt i m£ wi 

/ PEED 

TH the way AUX be eager 

5.5 transformation rules provide for an obligatory 

relative ®la»a« ©ontalisitig to the mom whioh is then 

reoonstimted m AM + -iy> 

K̂atss and Postal, p. lH, 
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mmr%j It . mn 

f m m t m m It is apparent teat it is the preposition-based 

adverbial whleh oeours in the deep struoture of the language, 

not ths -3$ fe», according to mtz and Postal, Sine# MAM 

mmmm the question ho*. Juct as I/)C mmmm to where and 

M> JttlB* M l would b# a reduced form Of atfafrfe my. 

5*6 It m m noted in 5»^ that th§ dbj««t of the jmpo* 

9i%Xm in Kill is g, itiielt nan tee rewritten mm way. 

«*«• fts# indefinite determiner, D^, listed by Xafcg and 

Foetal, is actually an optional fora in the ourfeoe struoture 

mtiloli is not always gaodsd to modify However, one cum 

generalise that wben f tftfetf oertain forms, th« vm of a 

deterwiner eaa be predicted on a fairly regular basis* For 

•wwspl#, when t U a verbal, no determiner is required! 

So m s milied at painting. 

They won by oheetlng. 

If I is a proper noun, there is also m determiner needed) 

The boy *»# named for Charles, 

If a noun denotes a quality, it requires no deterwiner as ft 

^QU&* • P* 1̂ 1* 
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He spoke In anger. 
They worked with vigor. 

In most other oases. th« I doss require a determiner, although 

It can be either definite or Indefinite. Also* an adjective 

Is frequently used to modify |£, 

5.7 According to the grammar, It Is evident that M 

can appear before hQC when IV is not be, and therefore 

precedes all other adverbial® as well on a structural basis* 

•a»«pt M S »»<* 32E* However, it was not®d in 3.10 that other 

adverbial® ©an be shifted to the front of MAN. and this la 

often the case t 

She arrived at noon with a happy smile. 

Adverbs of manner, transformational forms with -Ĵ r, can 

often occur before verba% 

She hurriedly run to the store. 

But structural preposition-based adverblals oannot: 

*She in a hurry ran to the store. 

$.8 Of the prepositions which serve in the structure 

of MAN, it Is interesting to note that all occur also in LOG 

with the exception of four pairs of prepositionsj despite 

and 2l> E2£ WffitiUag Js2. and of, 

•b* 3Llfc<- (unlike) and gg* It is probably no coincidence that 

the meanings of the first and second preposition in three 

pairs are identical, the first a one-word borrowed form and 

the second a sore cumbersome Anglo-Saxon phrase, These 

eight prepositions appear only in jyygt they are unique in 



this respect* The last pair, gs and like, are used frequently, 

both denoting a relation of similarity or resemblance t 

He served m best man. 

He took It like a man* 

Probably the two prepositions most commonly used In MAM, 

however, are with and %n, for they can easily make up 

constructions similar to ~Jj£ adverbs (in a hurry—hurriedlyi 

with auger-*•aisgrilyl. |J| (at a glance) and b£ (by force) 

al®o appear frequently. 



CHAPTER VI 

AOTIBBIAL OP BISECTION 

6.1 The forty-three prepositions which oeour In the 

adverbial of direction, or DIB, are as follows: 

aboard athwart near as far as 
about atop off back of 
above before onto over to 
across behind opposite up to 
against below over 
along beneath past 
alongside between round 
amid beyond through 
among by throughout 
around diagonal to 
aslant down toward(s) 
astraddle far under(neath) 
astride Into up 

6.2 As shown In the grammar, the adverbial of direction 

occurs with the Intransitive verb, more specifically as the 

complement of an Intransitive verb of motions 

£ 4 + COM?] 

Ik 

Vint~~* > VIC + COMP 

can be divided further Into two classes, depending upon 

the verb used: 

v t c - - > 
K t a t ) 

(.'mot J 
It has already been pointed out that LOC occurs with ¥ stat 

In section 3-35 actually, at a higher level LOG may also 

occur with other verb types, including V™. DIB, however, can 
in 1111& 

^5 
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be preceded only by verbs of motion! it 1® quite limited in 

this respect? 

\ 0 t *
 C 0 M P ~ > Vmot + C0MPmot 

C0MPmot-> 
i Dia I 
( S O 0 ) 

Verbs of motion include such forms as j3^, hurry, walk, or 

any verb denoting motion or direction. 

6i3 As shown in the grammar, DIB prepositions form a 

close relationship with the verb, probably closer than most 

other adverblals which are not quite so dependent upon the 

verb. It will be noted In the next few sections, for 

example, that DIB Is not quite so free syntactically as 

some other adverblals. The prepositional form which co-

occurs with the transitive verb, however, forms auoh a 

rigid complement that it has been omitted as DIR: 

He put the gun on the table. 

fhls structure is presented in rule seven of the grammar and 

discussed in section 1.12-15. As a matter of fact, some 

grammarians, such as Troike, would exclude DIH, which occurs 
1 

with V., from the structure of adverbial on this same basis. 
Jk. 

6.k It has been mentioned before that prepositions are 

usually not absolute forms in themselves; the list of prepo-

sitions in the LQC classification of the lexicon overlaps 

that of DIB. In fact, the similarity often gives rise to 

^Troike, p. 36. 
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some confusion, "but there are two simple ways to distinguish 

LOC from DIE. The most obvious is to check to see whether 

the verb is V m . or V,. Moreover, of the forty»three 
,M9,r, ll,,liSa!.i» 

prepositions whioh ooour in SIR. there are seven whioh can 

serve in DIB but never In LOC. These seven prepositions 

comprise the .|o-group» into, onto, to, toward(s). over t£, 

and to. 

6.5 There Is an important functional reason which 

precludes the use of these prepositions in LOC. The latter 

can follow bethat is, a sentence such as 

He stood in the comer. 

can be converted to 

He was in the corner. 

with no important semantic change. The to-*group. however, 

cannot follow be: 

*She was to the store. 

is not grammatical. It should be added that there are some 

exceptions in colloquial usej for example, in some Midwest 

American dialects this structure is acceptable. Nevertheless, 

this rule holds true generally. 

6.6 Syntactic structure places DIB directly after the 

intransitive verb, taking it® place before HAH. One can say 

We walked there in a hurry. 

but not 

*We walked in a hurry there. 



But when DIE Is a preposition-based adverbial, not an adverb, 

the syntax is a little freer and the transformation noted in 

3,10 ©an occur in some cases: 

We walked to the store in a hurry. 

We walked In a hurry to the store. 

The length of DIB in this ease probably makes syntax much 

looser than usual. It should be noted that word order here 

Is also relatively unimportant in identifying the structure 

after the verb, with the result that it should not be used 

as the basis for making the distinction between LOG and DIB. 

6.7 There is still one more way to make this distinction? 

it is important to note that DIE rarely occurs before the 

subject of the sentence, either as a timple T-SM or as a two-

string transformational sentence adverbial, except in poetry. 

Nor can it appear between the MOM functioning as subject of 

the sentence and the verb, a structure derived from the 

relative transformation, as it can in LOG. These trans-

formations usually require be in the insert sentence, and 

DIR. at pointed out in 6.5» cannot follow b&» Examine the 

following sentence®! 

The fish swam slowly into the pool. (*—> ) 

The fish swam slowly In the pool. {(#) 

The adverbial In the first sentence, a DIE, cannot be 

transferred before the verb, either before the subject or the 
verb except in poetic formss 

•Into the pool the fish swam slowly. 
•The fish Into the pool swam slowly* 
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However, the following sentences with LOC will obtain, even 

though there Is a semantic change In the second sentence as 

the result of T-BEL; 

Xn the pool the fish swam slowly. 

The fish In the pool swam slowly. 

If there Is any doubt whether an adverbial denotes LOC or 

DIE when the preposition belong® to both categories, then, 

the adverbial ©an be tested to see whether it co-occurs with 

V m o t or Vatat, whether it can follow fcj-, or whether it can 

occur before the subject or verb of the sentence in normal 

usage. 

6.8 ^o has been mentioned as a uniquely DIB form. 

However, tjo as a preposition must be carefully distinguished 

from t£ used as the sign of the infinitives 

The soldiers were prepared to fight. 

|£as a preposition also must not be confused with the to 

used as indirect object noted in 1.16: 

Susan gave the tie to George. 

In addition, there is a form of j£ that occurs as part of 

the "separable" verb mentioned in 1.12, such as answer to 

listeq to. Another preposition of the to-group, toward, 

is a unique form deriving from Old English to and -weard. a 

suffix denoting "motion to or from."2 It is thus a modified 

form of to, never reaching the full force of this form but 

always stopping with the Idea of direction or approaoh. 

2Funk & Wagnalls, p. 33 • 
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The other prepositions In this group are simple t£ forms 

combined with adverbs to give them a more specific direction* 

6.9 Of the prepositions which may occur in either LOC 

or DIE, the form along; is worth mentioning because it carries 

th@ idea of "extent or motion in the direction of length."-* 

Beside and b£ may convey this same meanings 

We walked by the river. 
We walked beside the river. 

We walked along the river. 

Usually a VmQ^. will accompany DIB, whereas V^^^most often 

occurs with LOCs 

We sat by the river. 
We sat beside the river. 

W© sat along the river. 

6.10 Although 221 answers the question when and LOC. the 

question where. SIB can answer only the obsolete form whence 

(to where). Its reduced form* the obsolete thence, would 

then be derived from to + some + place. if the theory that 

adverbs are reduced versions of J* + £ structures is accepted. 

With the loss of thence. DIE has sometimes been the source of 

confusion because there li usually nothing to distinguish 

{—«^ ) and (®). 
3Ibld.. p. Jf. 



CHAPTER VII 

ADVEHBIAL OP SOURCE 

7.1 Prepositions which oocur in the adverbial of 

source, or §Ogt oonslst of the fron-group: 

across from down from from 
apart from up from 
away from 

and Its equivalent, of, with Its variationst 

out (of) 
outsid# (of) 

of 

SOU is Introduced in the phrase- structure grammar in con-

junction with fijg, hike DIE it cannot oo-oceur with be. 

only the £ classification of the main verb; more specifically, 

It requires the intransitive verb which has a complement, or 

V.n + COM?, and from this structure it is narrowed down ©van 
rrrjLĵ  *** 

further to th© verb of motion which takes a complement of 

motion, either DIR or SOU: 
V B 0 t + « W ~ > Vfflot • COMPmot 

00RPmOt--> (sOT | 

7.2 This adverbial has the same structure as DIRt 

besides the fact that it cannot appear with be, it cannot 

appear before the subject or verb of a sentences 

•From the building he ran# 

51 
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nor appear in a transformation where is required in the 

insert string. But there is an exception to this rule which 

will fee disouss#<5l in detail later, However, although DIE 

and SOU are related structurally as a pair and co-occur with 

Vmot. first appears in the transformation as where . . 

to and the second as where . , » from. A more obvious 

difference is the fact that they use different prepositions? 

3ust a® t£ is the preposition which signifies BJJJ (jj& + 

some + pj.aoe) * from signifies SOU, which may be summed up as 

tim t some + glace: 

He ran to the building. 
He ran from the building. 

7.3 The prepositions used in this particular adverbial, 

in fact, are almost uniquely in the from class* As mentioned 

in 7.1, there alee the frgm-group and the of-group. the latter 

just an older variation of from. Most are used in and 

W . adverbiala, but from and Q* occur also in J f t h e 

former again in Jgfl|p while aC »PP®ars also in Jg. The jggg 

which serves as object of the preposition in ggg, specifies 

place or location in some manneri the store. Terns. 29 Main 

glace. Therefore they all have this characteristic which 

they share with the with the difference that usually 

takes V , t whereas SOU and DIE take V, . . 
iSJUglJ* mmmmm- ,ini 111 a,J 

7.4- It was mentioned in section 7.2 that SOU could not 

co-occur with Ja* T h l s *s with most prepositions 

appearing in SOU; when be is used, one can generally assume 
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that the adverbial is a LOG. It will then answer the 

question where with from omitted! 

He is across from the garage. 
He is apart from the group# 
He is away from the offloe. 

Where is he? < He is down from the attic. 
He is up from the cellar. 
Ha is out of th® "building. 
H® Is outside ©f the store*. 

However, when the simpler forms from and of are employed, 

from i® needed in the MH-transformations • 

He is from Missouri. I •Where ia he from? , H e lJ# Q f l m l & n d i 

Obviously these adverbial® would not be classified as LOG, 

but they do appear with ̂ e. Although is becoming archaic 

or poetic in usage, from in this sequence ia used very 

widely. Therefore, it accounts for an important exception 

to the statement that SOU co-occurs only with v m 0 f let it 

could perhaps be explained as an abbreviated form of Vmo^. 

with only the auxiliary remaining; 

He ia (come) from Ireland. 

The auxiliary today would of course be have, but one might 

conjecture that at the time the deletion took effect, be 

was actually the auxiliary form. 

7*5 As mentioned in section 7*3* fffoaa serves not only 

in SOU but in DUH. For ©scample, one might say 

The building dated from 1600. 

Here there may be some question whether from appears in SQU 

or DUB, for the question form, when, does not absorb the 
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preposition as It usually does: 

When does the building date from? 

Is the result# nevertheless, from in SOU is usually replaced 

W where . . • from, and the form here is definitely when . , . 

from* Also* there are other oases in which prepositions 

ooeurring in PUR are not absorbed by the WH-form. 

I will be her® for one hour. 

How long will you be here for? 

The line between SOU and PUR can sometimes be somewhat thin, 

however, and the form above might be challenged as SOU. On 

the other hand, 

The society dated from 1600 to 1900. 

would definitely belong to the DUB category, whereas the two 

sentences. 

He drove from Port Worth to Dallas. 

He drove to Port Worth from Dallas. 

would be classified as SOU-DIE and DIR-SOU. for these two 

adverbials ©an appear concurrently with V m o t j neither has 

precedence. 

7.6 It has been stated that from signifies SOU; 

interestingly* from is originally Old English fram. signifying 
1 

primarily "removal or separation in space or time." Another 

uee of from, a® in 
The airport is five miles from Denton. 

is actually LOG with at implied but omitted. At is needed 

Ibid.* p. 19. 
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her® just as It Is needed with £& In (^«6) because from, 

just as t£, co-occurs with VmQt. only and requires the LOO 

form* g£t to be able to eo-occur with Jjfc, or else It would 

not qualify in this particular structure. 



CHAPTEH VIII 

ADVEHBIAL OP DUBATION 

8.1 Tha adverbial of duration, or PUR. Is made up of 

the following prepositions: 

across for through 
along from throughout 
beyond into till 
down round until 
during slno«i up to 

a® (late) as 

Structurally gUK appears on the same level as TMt which means 

that it, too, can ©o-oeour with either b& or Vs 

VP—> AUX + Wf (TK) (DUH) OT . J be + PBEI)} 
M V~> (wc) J 

Since ̂ HBP consists of either a substantive with an optional 

or $ imply |jg£ by Itself, It 1® clear that has a 

wide rang#. Following It oan take J&g, or a substantivei 

The girls were at the parte for three hours. 
The baby was sick during the night. 

On the other hand, it oan follow £ directly or take LOCi 

We worked for three hours. 
Susan read In her room till noon. 

8.2 Although 0|B appears In the same slot as 2J£, there 

1© a great difference In the structural makeup of these two 

adverbial®. The few prepositions they share require &t to 

precede in the JQJ category (section ̂ .6}. On the other hand, 

M (JA£&) M« a form which can appear in either adverbial, 

56 
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Is or DUB depending upon the verb used: 

He arrived as late as eight o'clock* (TM) 

He remained as late as eight o'olock:. fPUR) 

Clearly this ia indicative of the need to suboategorize verbs 

according to their adverbials. In the first sentence, the 

JtfB-transformation would be when, and in the second the 

question form would be Jjgj long, 

8.3 If ftew long is the question form of MR. the basic 

prepositional form is probably £§r some time. This would 

contrast to the form for &£ some time. It was suggested 

in section *K8 that JS may be a jsubclassifleatlon of LOC 

and that PUS may belong to DIR in the same my, owing to their 

prepoaitional forms. In most eases, it must be noted, prepo-

sition® which appear in DUB appear also in DIE. The 

exceptions are obvious? &g, late &s refers to a temporal idea, 

but it has a counterpart in D|RJ f§r Purina and since 

appear only in DUBI they are unique in this respect, and they 

also have a temporal status, fill and until also express 

this, and from, in addition to appearing in gyg, occurs in 

S£2I, a counterpart of with \ o t* Therefore it can be 

stated that DUB and BIB have definite structural similarities, 

with only obvious exceptions relating to their differing 

spatial and temporal concepts (*f.8). 

8.*f One characteristic of DUB is that the preposition 

la sometimes omitteda 

The boys stayed (for) three hours. 
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Not® that the object of the proposition in DUE Is usually a 

temporal expression. In this case, as In the case of the 

propositions listed In 8,3, PUB does have something in 

common with !£f|» addition to filling the same slot, This 

object is expressed in minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, 

years, Just as in J&, It is often expressed in digits, 

representing periods of time as measured by the clock or 

calendar. 

8.5 One very interesting preposition which occurs in 

PUR is since, a form uniquely DUB which is unusual in that 

it almost never occurs in the present tenses 

•They are here since noon. 

In most oases this particular structure requires have ± en 

to toe grammatical* 

They have been here since noon. 

The preterit tense is also grammatical with since, although 

not as commons 

They were here since noon. 

8.6 Although PUR appears after be, it does not usually 

appear before the subject of the sentencet 

*T111 midnight, he stayed* 

However, there are some cases in which it is transposed by 

3H1I» depending on the preposition used in PUR. In general 

there are seven of these prepositions occurring In PUB when 

it can be shifted* dur^, fgr, «E2MSil(j2Bi)» ftS£Sl&« 
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fllsm> «*d £fiX&t 

The students played gin rummy for three hours.--^ 
For three hours the students played gin rummy. 

Other propositions in this category may sometimes occur before 

the subject of the sentence, but usually in some other adver-

bial structure, not DOR. 



CHAPTER IX 

ADVERBIAL OP FREQUENCY 

9.1 There are two prepositions in the adverbial of 

frequency, or FRQ: 

at 
on 

FBft shares the earn® slot as 21 8130(1 PUR: 

VF—> AUX + KV (TM) (DUR) (FRQ) MV~> 

This means that FRQ. like its two counterparts, can follow 

be with either a substantia® and optional LOC. or with just 

LOO 

He is busy (In the library) at times. 

Lucy Is her® on Mondays* 

FRQ. oan also follow the verb, with or without a locativej 

She spoke (In class) on occasion. 

9.2 This adverbial oan be placed before the subject in 

T~S1 almost without exceptions 

At times he was busy in the library. 

Its position between the subject and verb is also common 

when It appears In Its transformed status as adverb with -ly 

ending (section 2.3)* 

The girls occasionally were late to supper. 

However, it does not usually appear in this position when 

it appears in F + MOM form, although there are a few 

60 
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exceptions* 

The girls on occasion were late to supper. 

In this respect it is similar to MMa the preposltlon-based 

form causes a change in syntax (section 5*7)* position 

following the verb, according to the phrase-structure 

grammar, follows HAM and LQC. as well as the complements DIB 

and SOU. and 1® co-equivalent to 21 *»d £S2S* *s not 

surprising* however, that when FRO, appears as a preposition-

based adverbial, the transformational shift to various 

positions following the verb, mentioned In section 3*10, in 

fairly common: 

Shu worked in the office at times. 
She worked at times in the office. 

Syntax would depend upon where emphasis was placed. 

9.3 sm pos&a the question BlttM U& M M I M S 

in the ¥H-transformation, taking an optional adverb of degree 

In the yes-no question forms 

How often did he oome? How many times did he come? 
Bid he oome very often? Did he ©ome very 'many time®? 

There Is a prototype adverbial structure of nJ; times. 

1« necessarily limited to a handful of prepositions, and 

on. because of the nature of this structure, which appears 

in transformational adverb form as occasionally, sometimes. 

& & & ' ISMl> ®tc- Th® preposition J&, as in 

The machine gun wa® fired in rapid succession'. 
The water came in quick spurts. 

semantlcally presents a possible case as belonging to FBQ. 
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but structurally it presents the Wg- trans forma t i on as how 

rather than how many times, and thus Is tost considered as 

belonging to MAN. 

9.^ The structure of FRQ requires a MOM serving 

as object of the preposition which is usually in the plural 

form. M k® followed by periods of time, such as 

days of the week or months of the year, in addition to the 

form occasion which is either in plural form or expresses 

continual action, signified by use of the present tense s 

He earn© on three occasions. 
He comes on' occasion. 

At can be followed by expressions of time in the plural, 

including times. Intervals. etc. Thus one characteristic 

of PBQ- can be stated aa its tendency to be stressed in the 

plural, with the exception noted above. 

9,5 Both prepositions m y sometimes be omittedt 

The maid comes erery Tuesday and Friday. 
He tried about three times. 

Mote that when the preposition 1® deleted, there is usually 

a fill-in by the determiner! 
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N£®' 

PHON 

PostD 

tried about seven times 

9.6 It Is Interesting to note that and appear 

also In 21 1S£» tut it would toe very difficult to sub-

classify FEQ under any other adverbial form until more 

research is don©. Semantically there would to# a tendency 

to classify It under because the object of the prepo-

sition is expressed temporally* tout this would toe structurally 

unsound; it has already to©en pointed out that although DUE 

expresses a temporal state* it is more nearly related to 

DIR than |H. One of the differences between FIQ. and 21 Is 

that the former is expressed in the plural and the latter is 

singular. It would take a great deal of research in order 

to establish a link between FRQ. and other adverbial®. 



CHAPTER X 

ADVEHBIAL OP PUBPOSE 

10.1 The adverbial of purpose, or PUB, just as PBQ.. la 

limited to two pr©po@ltlonsi 

on 
for 

S H appears with several other adverblals In Its position 

following the main verb in the phrase-strueture grammars 

VP—> AUX + MV (TM) (MB) (PBQ) (PUB) 

1 * ® , + * P » 1 
* ( ? ( 1 0 0 ) S 

After it takes a predle&te, either a substantive and 

poatlbly &0G or Just LQC alone« 

He was early (in the off!©©} for a reason. 

After the verb, PUB can appear with or without LOG? 

He worked (in the yard) for good cause. 

IMS therefor® appears in the grammar in the sane slot as the 

great bulk of adverblals. 

10.2 PUB does not ordinarily appear at th© front of 

the »entenoe in T-SM as do or LOG. 

•For a reason she is working. 

is not graauaatloal, although there are a few constructions 

which under eertaln circumstances are acceptable, as when 

fc*1® HOM eontains the indefinite determiner aomet 

m 
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For some reason, the window was left open* 

Other exemptions might include modified MOM* eta* There are 

also a few exceptions to the rule that PUB does not appear 

between the subject and the verb of a sentence: 

Herbert* for a good reason, was late to th© office. 

After the verb, JUg appears in conjunction with the three 

other adverblals mentioned in 10*lt 

He was In the office frequently at noon for a good reason. 

The location of PUB after the verb is varied* It can appear 

after fjf, which is often last in order when more than one 

adverbial appears in a sentence, for example. But the trans-

formational shift mentioned in 3.10 can sometimes shift It 

before even LOG* 

The child hid on purpose in the tall weeds. 

10*3 PUR appears in the following structures! 

P U R _ V (for + D + reason) 
' 1 on + purpose J 

Such structures are necessary to account for Mg questionss 

Why did he come? 

What did he cotae for? 

The WH-transformations why and what for have their counter-

part in the prototype phrase-structure adverbial for some 

purpose. The object of the preposition is a NOM which can 

specifically substitute for purpose: reasoaqt. cause, etc. 

Since there are also few prepositions which can occur In PUB, 

this adverbial Is therefore quite limited. It is useful. 
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however, In accounting for the structure because (for the 

reason that . . .). 

10.4 If a IQM other than those mentioned in 10.3 

appear® as the object of the preposition, the adverbial is 

altered to a great degree. For example, sequences such as 

Wo ran for a doctor. 

She is working for her degree. 

are not adverbials of purpose# but complements of the verb} 

run for and work for form transitive verbs taking aa objects 

doctor and degree (section 1.12). Two contrasting sentences 

will show the difference here: 

What are you working fojr? (why?) 

What are you working far? (for what object?) 

10.5 The preposition for which appears in PUB.should 

al®o be kept distinct from the ± for + IfgH sequence:1 

Subways are for sleeping. 
2 

In the same way, it should not be confused with T-for-tos 
He waited. John came.—> 

He waited for John to come, 

Also, the other preposition appearing in FUR, on, Is some-

times confuted with that appearing in MAN; 
He refused on purpose. 

He refused on impulse. 

The first sentence, containing PUB, answer© to the question 

why whereas MAI, in the seoond sentence, answers to how. 

%homas, p. 11^. 

%oberts* p. ̂ 01. 
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but the similarity of the two structures can sometimes cause 

confusion. 



APPENDIX 

LEXICON OF ENGLISH PREPOSITIONS 

, "Irt^ogition ...'... 1 X, "M " 'W!' r ,"X SA 

i. aboard X X 

2* about X X 

3. above X X JL 

according to X 

5. aeross X X X 

6 . across from X K 
7. after X X X 

8. against %* ill X X If A 

9. along X X X Y 
mi* 

10. alongside X X 

11* alongside of X 

12 * amid X X 

13. among If X 

apart from X X 

15. around X X 

16. as X 

17. as far (close) as X X 

18. as late (early) as X X 

Adverbial Keys L-Locatlon Dl-Dlreotlon T-Ttme Du-
Duration M-Manner F-Prequenoy S-Source P-Purpose SA-
Sentenoe Adverbial 
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w ; fcce®o»*tiaa I : 'tiu' " r • Z •,,S" 
19. aslant X X 

2 0 . astraddle i X 

21. astride X It 

22. at X X V & X 

23. athwart X X 

2 ^ . atop X X 

2 5 . away from X V 
•Km 

26. baok of X X 

27. before X X X 

29. behind X X X 

29* be law X X 

30. beneath X X 

31* beside X 

32.. between X X X 

33- beyond X X X X 

3^. by X X X X 

35* by Bean* «?,OD)of X 

36.. down X X X 

37» down fro® X Y 
4k 

38. despite X 

39. diagonal X X 

40. during X X 

M . for X X •V" 
A 

X 

**2. *P"T*/*V!¥l X X X 
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11®...̂  ::: ,... , X • S' M Y 'S„ "I SA 
in X X X 

In spite of X 

*5. Inside of X X 

into X X 

b?» like X 

* near X X ' X 

.of X X X 

50. off X X X 

51. on X X X X HP 

52. onto X 

53» opposite X <#%> 

5*K out X X 

55. out of X X X 

56. outside (of) X X 

5?. over X X 

58. oyer to X 

59. past X X X 

60. per X 

61. round X X X 

62. since ¥ <Ck 

63. through X X X X 

64-. throughout X X X 

65. tux X X 

66. to X X 
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"Ii'tSQsiMoa; "131 I 1 $11, M " ",sf ' f t 

67. tow&rd{s) X X 

68. under(ne&th) X X X 

69. unlike X 

70. u n t i l X X 

71. up X X 

72. up from X X 

73. up to X X 

7*K upon X X 

75. via X 

76. with X X X 

77* within X X X 

78. without X X 
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EXAMPLE SENTENCES OF PBEPOSITIONS IH THE LEXICON 

1. The men sat aboard the plane. 
The men climbed aboard the plane. 

2. Henry stayed about the house on Tuesday. 
Henry miked about the house. 

3. The sign was above the window. 
The plan# flew above the clouds. 
It must be above two o'clock. 

4. Sherman did the job aocording to directions. 
5. The town lie® across the bridge. 

Alice ran across the bridge. 
The tradition dates across the years. 

6. The store Is acros® from ay house. 
He ran across from the building. 

7. The boy had to stand in line after two other men. 
We will leave after lunch. 
He answered the qutrtlona after a fashion. 

8. The boys leaned against the fence. 
He pushed the chair against the door. 
It li only a minute against the bell. 
She did it against my wishes. 

9. Many tree® are planted along the road. 
We bicycled along the lane. 
This theory has been dl#cussed along the centuries, 

' , We talked along these same lines* 
10. Many people stood alongside the ship a® It docked. 

We hurried alongside the steamer. 
11. Flowers grew alongside of the road. 
12. Flower® grew amid the weeds. 

She ran amid the display® looking for the book. 
13. She stood among the ancient ruins. 

Boys ran among the crowd selling papers. 
i&. This work stands apart from the others. 

Dorothy drew apart from the crowd. 
15* The store is Just around the comer. 

The train sped around the comer. 
16. He talked to the youth as a friend# 
17. We were m ©lose a® anyone else. 

Herman ran an far as the post. 
18. It is as late as six o'clock, I am sure. 

He often stays as late as seven. 
19. She lay aslant the hammock. 

Vines grew aslant the roof. 
20. He sat astraddle the horse. 

George Jumped astraddle the fence. 
21. The boy mt astride the pony. 

The cowboy swung astride the horse. 
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22. Mary Is surely at the store. 
He said he would arrive at six o'clock. 
1 saw at a glance what she was making* 
They come at times. 

23. He stood athwart our path. 
His plans ran athwart the teacher's wishes. 

2b. The tlgn stood atop the roof. 
The ©at climbed atop the tree. 

25. The men were all away from camp. 
The "boy ran amy from home. 

26. We stood back of,the others* 
The actors hurried back of the stage. 

27. He stood before the audience. 
He hurried before the .audience. 

28. The tree grew behind the well. 
Harry rushed behind his desk. 
They are working behind tiae. 

29* We sat below deck talking. 
The sailor® jumped below deck. 

30. The dog sat beneath the poreh. 
feople were strolling beneath the stars. 

31. Jim est beside the dog. 
32. 1 « t between the two girls. 

We drove between the towns. 
It must have been between four and five o'olook. 

33. His home is beyond the mountain®. 
She swam beyond the marker* 
We will stay beyond supper. 
She convinced him beyond & doubt. 

3^. The boy stood by his friend* 
We passed by Denton after noon. 
We will arrive by five o*clock. 
He won by working hard. 

35. They raised the piano by means of a hoitt* 
36. The woman lives five miles down the road. 

He tirelessly hurried down the road. 
They toiled without ceasing down the hours. 

37* The boy Is down froa the roof now. 
He climbed down from the roof on a ladder. 

38. The man finished his Job despite difficultlei* 
39. The store w»® located diagonal the post office. 

The team ran diagonal the field. 
*K). George died during the ©torn. 

Mary shopped during her lunch hour. 
l+l. The countryside stretching for miles is beautiful* 

It ha® not rained for many years* 
The child had suffered for lack of food. 
I wa® late for a good reason. 

kZ, The village dates from 1600. 
The building ©rumbled from age. 
He hurried froa the building. 
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43. They served coffee in the library. 
He will arrive In tea minutes. 
He certainly dreases in style, 

44. They continued in spite of difficulties. 
45. We stayed Inaid® (of) the fence. 

He left inaid® (of) an hour* 
46. Harry walked into the office. 

They worked into the evening. 
4?. The boy fought like a professional. 
48. We lived near th© lake. 

Joe hurried near the town. 
It was near midnight when they left. 

49« We started at a fjuartar of four. 
Th# boy comes of a good family. 
Of course, she will leave early. 

50. We deliberately stayed off the subject. 
The man jumped off the bridge. 
The statement was made off the record# 

51* We formerly lived on Bin Street. 
He will arrive on the hour. 
She stayed behind on a hunch. 
On occasion he is late. 
She stayed behind on purpose. 

52. Henry Jumped onto the train. 
53 • The station is opposite the bank. 

He ran opposite the fieldhouse. 
54. Hichard leaned out the window. 

He ran out the door. 
55. We stayed out of the drafty corner. 

He came out of curiosity. 
We hurried out of the room* 

56. We were outside (of) the building at the time. 
The boy hurtled outside (of) the room. 

5?. A sign was placed over the door* 
The ©ow |mped over th® moon. 

58. The passengers crowded over to th# side of the ship. 
59. He was past the gate. 

He ran past the gate. 
I am sure it was past noon. 

60* Jim did the work per Instructions. 
61* The horse was already round th® third lap# 

The boy hurried round the corner. 
They worked round the clock. 

62. He has been working since eight o'clock. 
63. We were soon through customs. 

We drove through the city. 
We worked through the night. 
We left early through a mistake. 

64* Police were stationed throughout the building. 
Sarah walked throughout the city. 
We stayed throughout the evening. 
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65» He left at ten minutes till on®. 
They waited till noon. 

66. Herman walked to class. 
She left at fifteen minutes to four. 

6?. He hurried toward(s5 the store. 
It must he well toward{s) noon. 

68# We sat under(neath) the umbrella. 
He fell under(neath) the bridge. 
She acted under(neath) the influence of her mother. 

69» He looked unlike an ill person. 
70. We arrived at a quarter until noon. 

Jan® worked until closing time. 
71* We wens fishing up the creek. 

They sailed up the river. 
72. The man is up from the ranks. 

He ran up from the cellar. 
73. The "boys ran up to the attic. 

We worked up to an hour in the office. 
7*K The men worked upon & platform. 

We left upon the hour* 
75. We arrived via Stockholm. 
76, George wanted to stay with the others. 

With the break of day we began working. 
She did the job with enthusiasm. 

77* We lived within the elty. 
Within an hour they will arrive. 
We ean do the work within certain limits. 

78. fhey stood without the door. 
He finished the work without a qualm. 
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GLOSSABX 

meta~, mid-, para-, perl~, p 
super-, sur~, syn-, thorough 
with- * • * • 

Glossary B: Archaic Prepositions (Section 1.11) 
abaft, adown, aloft, amidst, amongst, anent, bating, betwixt, 
ere, forth, unto, withal . . . . 

Glossary C: Hon-shlftable Particles (Seotion l.lfc) 
about (ask, forget, know, mind)t against (fight, hold, offend)s 
at (catch, olutoh, fir®, get, grasp, guess, play, point, 
strife®, wonder)i for (allow, arrange, ask, beg, care, fear, 
hop®, lack, prepare, provide, search, seek, stand, think, try, 
want, wish)i from (depart, dismiss, escape, flee, rtfralnh 
in (belief®, Indulge, share)i Into (enter, examine, inves-
tigate, penetrate)* of (approve, boast, hear, know, make, 
partake, repent, taste, treat)j on, upon (attend, begin, call, 
decide, enter, improve, jar, operate, ponder, prevail, play, 
remark, resolve, seise, spy, toueh, wait)? over (ponder, 
tyrannize, watoh)) to (admit, answer, attain, attend, confess, 
lecture, listen, pretend, see, stick, trust* witness)} with 
(bear, consult, fight, finish, aarry, meet, visit) . . . . 

Glossary Ds Shiftable Particle® (Section l.lfc) 
bring down, In, out, up; drop Ini hand down, in, out, round) 
help along, outi hold down, in, off, overt pass by, off, 
overs put across, down, off, onj shake offi show around, off, 
upi slice upJ stamp out» tear up, downj throw down, in, 
HP • * • * 

Glossary E: Participial® (Section 1.1?) 
according to, barring, bating, concerning, considering, 
excepting, excluding, in keeping with, including, not* 
withstanding, pending, regarding, respecting, saving, 
touching . . . . 
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